Abstract-In this paper, a control method based on the derivative of power is introduced for single-stage singlephase grid-connected cascaded H-bridge (CHB) photovoltaic inverters. The proposed scheme uses solar arrays derivative of power with respect to current to track maximum power point of each array individually. Using this method along with hybrid modulation technique allows utilization of CHB cells up to their full potential. The control system has a simple structure, and is inherently able to stabilize the system under heavy mismatching conditions where the modulation index goes higher than unity. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is verified by simulation and experimental results.
be more complex for higher levels. Kouro et al. [6] have proposed a novel method to handle mismatching between CHB cells by manipulating modulation index of each individual cell. The same method is used in [7] , but inter-phase power imbalance is also handled by injection of zero sequence voltage. In [8] , Xiao et al. have used a control technique with similar basis as [7] , and experimental tests have been provided to verify the results. The same principle is employed in [9] , but the space vector modulation technique is adopted instead of phase shifted pulse width modulation (PSPWM), resulting in a more efficient control system. Boonmee and Kumsuwan [10] have utilized modified ripple-correlation control to control five-level CHB inverter, leading to a very good dynamic response. Based on energy balance between arrays and the grid, a control method is adopted in [11] which ensures stability of the system around operating point. Model predictive control is employed in [12] and [13] as a part of control scheme to simplify the structure and reduce switching loss and oscillation of the system. Farivar et al. [14] have proposed a control method which eliminates the need for dc side sensors. The authors have shown that the controller is able to track maximum power point (MPP) of each array with desirable dynamics. The four latter references have used a parameter-based control method, which may not show the same performance when parameters of the system change. All of the mentioned references have not considered the performance of the inverter under heavy mismatching condition, which could result in instability of the system and distorted injected current.
A few methods in the literature have been suggested to stabilize the system under heavy mismatching condition, i.e., a condition in which over modulation occurs. The most well-known method is reactive power compensation which uses power factor of the inverter as a freedom degree to stabilize the system [15] , [16] . However, an uncontrolled amount of reactive power injection (or absorption) may not be desirable from a power dispatcher's point of view. In [17] , a novel method is proposed where the control system reduces the power of cells whose modulation index is higher than unity to avoid overmodulation. The technique is capable of stabilizing the system under heavy mismatching condition without reactive power compensation; however, it results in lower output power and a less-efficient system. Besides, the experimental results are not provided by the authors.
Hybrid modulation technique has proven to be capable of holding the stability of power rectifiers under unbalanced loads [18] [19] [20] . In [21] , an algorithm based on hybrid modulation and dual-loop voltage and current controller has been suggested.
However, the capability of this modulation technique was not fully discussed by the authors, and range of stable operation of the system was not investigated. Furthermore, the suggested method is based on a conventional voltage-based MPPT algorithm (P&O) which fails to operate under very severe mismatching conditions as will be discussed in Section III-C. In this paper, this modulation is used along with a derivative-of-powerbased control method to use CHB cells up to their full potential and to stabilize single-stage CHB inverters under severe mismatching conditions. Power unbalance handling of the proposed technique in an inherent feature and consequently no additional algorithm is needed to check the overmodulation state like what is proposed in [15] [16] [17] .
The paper is organized as follows: the system topology and balancing principles are presented in Section II. The hybrid modulation technique and the proposed control method are fully explained in Section III. The details of the operation of the system under heavy mismatching condition are also given in this section. Simulation and experimental results are provided in Sections IV and V to validate the performance of the suggested algorithm. The last part is the conclusions presented in Section VI.
II. CHB INVERTER PRINCIPLES

A. System Topology
The CHB photovoltaic (PV) inverter consists of N H-bridge cells, each of which is connected to a solar array, as shown in Fig. 1 . DC-link capacitors are used in parallel with arrays to reduce dc voltage fluctuations, and an inductor filter is utilized between the inverter and the grid to shape the injected current. The multilevel inverter used here has only one power-processing stage which brings higher efficiency due to elimination of dc-dc boost converter. Nonetheless, the control system design is more challenging, since it should extract maximum power from individual solar arrays and inject a sinusoidal current with unity power factor all in one stage. The proposed method is able to handle these tasks by an efficient and rather simple control structure.
B. Balancing Principle
Hybrid PWM (HPWM) used in this paper is based on a balancing scheme which is explained hereafter. According to Fig.  1 and assuming i g greater than zero, one could calculate i C using KCL equation for three configurations (indicated by circled numbers in the figure) as follows:
where variables i C , i PV and i g denote capacitor, solar array, and grid current, respectively. The definition of modulation waveform in this paper is given as where (v Hi ) 1 is the fundamental harmonic of ith cell output voltage andV DCi is the average dc-link voltage of ith cell. The amplitude of the modulation waveform is called "modulation index" and is shown by "S mi " in this paper. When switching configuration (1) is chosen, the array power is transferred to the grid, and depending on the array and grid current, the capacitor may be charged. When (2) is selected, the sum of grid and PV array currents charges the capacitor, and when (3) is chosen, PV array feeds the capacitor. It is noteworthy that if i PV (t) > i g (t), i C is positive for all configurations, and the capacitor will be charged regardless of the switching state. Now, to achieve maximum balancing capacity of a cell, consider Fig. 2 . Assume that the system has reached its steady state, hence the grid current is in a sinusoidal form, and array current (I PV ) is constant. The maximum balancing point is where the lost charges in the dashed area equal to the gained charges in the shaded area. This point corresponds to the point where the cell has to produce square waveform to keep the voltage constant, i.e., modulation index equal to 4/π. In conventional modulation methods, modulation index higher than unity cannot be achieved due to the current distortion. However, in the hybrid modulation scheme, since only one cell is in "PWM" mode, high modulation index up to 4/π is possible, and the control system still could hold the stability of the system.
III. CONTROL METHOD AND MODULATION STRATEGY
The suggested control method uses dP/dI of solar arrays to control the system and achieve MPP. MPPT methods based on derivative of power have been used rarely in the literature [22] [23] [24] , and no reference is found to implement this technique on single-stage dc-ac converters. Employing this technique in CHB converters results in a simple structure which can stabilize the system under a wide range of mismatching conditions. The control system consists of three parts: MPPT controller, current controller and modulation strategy. No voltage controller is required in this approach. Fig. 3 demonstrates the schematic of the control system.
A. MPPT and Current Controller
To track the MPPs of individual arrays, first the slope of each array power should be determined. To do so, the arrays voltages and currents are sampled and then are averaged to minimize distortion. Next, N differentiators are used to calculate dP/dI. Low-pass filters are employed in the next part to remove high-frequency noise. In hybrid modulation strategies proposed before [18] [19] [20] [21] , a PI controller controls the sum of dc links, and regulation of individual dc links is done by hybrid modulation. A similar strategy is implemented here. All power slopes of arrays are summed, then a PI controller is used to push it to zero. Each individual array also should meet its MPP, i.e., dP i /dI i = 0, which is handled by hybrid modulation. The output of PI controller defines the amplitude of reference current, and as shown in Fig. 3 , it is multiplied by the PLL output to make the reference current.
To understand why the PI output could be used as the reference current amplitude, consider a condition in which dP/dI is positive and the same for all arrays. The latter one is achieved by hybrid modulation as will be explained in Section III-B. According to Fig. 4 , cells are in region 1 (dP/dI > 0) and the PI input is positive, hence the system will increase the reference current until dP/dI for all arrays becomes zero. At this moment, the reference current will remain constant as MPPT is done for all cells. On the other hand, if the cells move toward region 2 (dP/dI < 0), the grid current will go down while the arrays current has increased. Consequently, the capacitors will be charged and the system moves back to MPP.
The PI controller should also respond accurately in the case of irradiance change. To investigate the operation of the system in this case, consider a situation where the irradiance of an array has increased. At the very first moment, the inverter still injects the previous amount of power to the grid. Accordingly, the capacitor corresponding to that state-changed solar array will be charged and the dc-link voltage will increase. It means that the operating point of that array will move towards region 1 in the P-I plane. Since dP/dI > 0, the PI input will be positive and reference current will increase until MPP is achieved. A similar analysis could be done in the case of irradiation decrease.
After the reference current is created, it is compared with the grid current, and the error is fed to the current controller. The proportional resonant controller is used here as the current controller due to its simple structure and zero steady-state error. The output of current controller is the modulation waveform which will be used as the ac terminal voltage reference.
This paper focuses on single-phase systems; however, the algorithm could also be applied to three-phase inverters. In the case of mismatching between the phases, the method suggested in [7] could be utilized. In this method, based on the modulation waveforms and injected power of different phases, a zero sequence voltage is calculated and is subtracted from each phase modulation waveform, i.e., output of P-R controller. With this modification, three-phase misbalancing problem could be handled.
B. Proposed Hybrid Modulation Technique
The first basic principle of the hybrid modulation is that always only one cell works in PWM mode, and the other cells generate "+V DC " or "−V DC " or "0." These modes are called "+1", "−1" and "0." In the modulation technique proposed here, "0" mode is never used, as using only "+1" and "−1" modes tends to converge the system variables to the desired points more quickly [20] .
The second basic principle is that the switching strategy should be so chosen that dP/dIs of all cells converge to a same value. If this condition is met, since PI controller pushes sum of dP/dIs to zero, MPPT could be achieved for all arrays. This matter is summarized in (5)- (7). Note that there is an exception to this rule in which hybrid modulation loses its control on dP/dI of some cells. This issue will be discussed in Section III-C.
According to the second principle, the lowest dP/dIs should increase, and the highest dP/dIs should decrease. Investigation of P-I curve reveals that dP/dI changes in the same direction with the voltage. Therefore, to reduce dP/dI, the corresponding capacitor should be discharged, and vice versa. Based on the modulation waveform and sign of grid current, in each mode update, the capacitors which should be charged or discharged are determined and switching configurations are selected. The detailed procedure is explained hereafter.
Suppose that there are N individual arrays connected to N H-bridge cells. First, the cells should be sorted according to their dP/dI
We define that v mod (modulation waveform) is in region "k" if
This definition is illustrated for an 11-level inverter in Fig. 5 . Now, based on the sign of modulation waveform and grid current, values of N and k, parity of (N−k) and two mentioned principles, switching configurations of all cells should be determined. The generalized switching strategy for a (2N + 1) level rectifier has been explored before [20] . In this paper, this strategy is modified for the photovoltaic inverter based on dP/dI control and comes here for the sake of completeness. cell will work in "PWM" mode, and other cells will be in "+1" mode.
/2)th cell will work in "PWM" mode, and other cells will be in "+1" mode.
)th cell will work in "PWM" mode, and other cells will be in "−1" mode. 4) If v mod > 0, i g < 0, and (N − k) is odd, the mode of first ((N + k − 1)/2) cells will be "+1," ((N + k + 1)/2)th cell will work in "PWM" mode, and other cells will be in "−1" mode. 5) If v mod < 0, i g > 0, and (N − k) is even, the mode of first ((N + k)/2 − 1) cells will be "−1," ((N + k)/2)th cell will work in "PWM mode", and other cells will be in "+1" mode. 6) If v mod < 0, i g > 0, and (N−k) is odd, the mode of first ((N + k − 1)/2) cells will be "−1," ((N + k + 1)/2)th cell will work in "PWM" mode, and other cells will be in "+1" mode. 7) If v mod < 0, i g < 0, and (N − k) is even, the mode of first ((N − k)/2) cells will be "+1," ((N − k)/2 + 1)th cell will work in "PWM" mode, and other cells will be in "−1" mode. 8) If v mod < 0, i g < 0, and (N − k) is odd, the mode of first ((N − k − 1)/2) cells will be "+1," ((N − k + 1)/2)th cell will work in "PWM" mode, and other cells will be in "−1" mode. Since modulation waveform is synthesized by the inverter output, and only one cell (jth cell) works in PWM mode, PWM reference waveform could be expressed in per unit as
v PW M is then compared with a triangular waveform and switching commands for the cell in PWM mode are generated by unipolar switching strategy. Note that since no zero mode is used, PWM+ (where the cell output changes between "0" and "+V DC ") and PWM− (where the cell output changes between "0" and "−V DC ") may be used any time regardless of v mod sign.
Four examples of the switching strategy are shown in Fig. 5 . The reader may follow these examples according on the given explanation to better realize the proposed method.
C. Analysis of the System Under Heavy Mismatching Condition
In Section II, it is mentioned that the hybrid modulation technique allows the cells to work in modulation indices higher than unity. When an array generates more power than the others, it tends to charge the capacitor with a faster rate, hence the modulation subsystem dedicates "+1" or "−1" modes more often to this array to keep its dP/dI the same as the others. In other words, the algorithm increases the modulation index of this cell to keep the system stable. Unlike conventional PSPWM whose operation range is limited to [−1, 1] to deliver low total harmonic distortion (THD) current, hybrid PWM allows the cells to deliver power up to their full capacity, i.e., S mi = 4/π. In the case of irradiation change, since HPWM always tries to converge dP/dIs to a same value, the arrays move towards their new MPP with the same pace until the stable point is achieved. Therefore, using PI controller alongside HPWM guarantees desirable dynamic response of the system. It is noteworthy that even under severe mismatching conditions, since always "PWM" mode is assigned to one cell, the current will remain sinusoidal and in phase with the grid voltage.
One remaining question is that what happens if the discrepancy between the irradiance of the cells becomes so great that the most powerful array delivers more power than the corresponding CHB cell capacity. To investigate this matter, the relation between modulation index (S mi ) and solar arrays is required, which has been explored before in [17] , and here only the final equation is given
In the above equation, I PVi is the ith array current, V DCi is the ith array voltage and V g,m is the amplitude of grid voltage. According to (11) , if I PVi increases dramatically, achieving modulation index even higher than 4/π is possible. In this case, the system may stay stable due to the nonlinear characteristics of PV arrays. To explain this situation, assume that N = 3, and due to heavy mismatching between the arrays, one of them has reached its maximum capacity (S i = 4/π). Now, if the irradiance of this array starts to increase, the corresponding CHB cell cannot tolerate the increased power, and the excessive array power transfers to the capacitor, leading to an increase in dc-link voltage. Accordingly, the array power will be reduced due to the drift from the MPP. The voltage continues increasing until a stable point is reached where the cell can handle the power injected by array. The dP/dI is now positive; hence, the reference current will start to increase. If HPWM does not respond fast enough to decrease modulation index of other cells, the new required amount of power will be higher than maximum power (P MPP ) of weaker arrays. Consequently, the paralleled capacitors start to discharge and the weaker cells reach region 2 in Fig. 4 . In this region, the slope of dP/dI is negative and much bigger in terms of amplitude compared to region 1. Hence, the PI input will decrease with a fast rate, causing the reference current to decrease immediately. In other words, highly negative slope of dP/dI in region 2 prevents the system from instability under very severe mismatching conditions. On the contrary, dP/dV of arrays has higher slope in region 2, which explains why dP/dI is preferred to dP/dV in this paper. Note that in this situation, hybrid modulation technique cannot converge all dP/dIs to a same value, because dP/dI of high power cell is already positive. Since the sum of dP/dIs should be zero, the weaker cells will move toward a new working point at which dP/dI is negative. Under this condition, 4/π modulation index is always assigned to higher power cell, and the remaining available switching configurations are used to equalize dP/dI of weaker cells. Note that due to the high amplitude of dP/dI in region 2, deviation from MPP for weaker cells is very small, and practically they remain at MPP.
A simulation has been done for a 7-level inverter to better clarify the issue. Initially, the irradiance of the cells is 700, 400, and 150 W/m 2 , and the cells are working at their MPP denoted by A, B, and C in Fig. 6 . Then, the irradiance of the first cell starts to rise until it reaches 1000 W/m 2 . Under this condition, the voltage of the first array increases to handle the new power. The new steady state operating points are marked by A , B , and C . The dP/dIs of second and third arrays are now −28 and −28.5 W/A, showing that the algorithm was almost successful to converge weaker cells with remaining configurations. As can be seen in Fig. 6(b) , the voltage deviation of the first cell from MPP is about 5.4 V, resulting in loss of 23.7 W (8.5% of P MPP ). On the other hand, the voltage deviations of second and third cells are 1.3 and 1.4 V, leading to power loss of 0.1 W (0.09% of P MPP2 and 0.3% of P MPP3 ). It confirms that the deviation of weaker cells is almost negligible compared to the more powerful cell.
It is worth noting that all voltage-based methods which use well-known MPPT techniques like P&O or incremental conductance will fail to operate under the discussed mismatching condition. The reason is that more powerful cells cannot reach MPP, while the voltage-based MPPT techniques will not realize this condition and constantly reduce the voltage reference to reach MPP. The result will be the divergence of reference voltage and dc-link voltage and instability of the system.
D. Margins of the Stable Operation of the System
In this part, the stability margin of the system is investigated. To do so, first it should be determined that in what range hybrid modulation can produce modulation index. The upper limit is 4/π as discussed before. To calculate lower limit, it is assumed that one array receives very low irradiation, therefore HPWM always dedicates a switching configuration that increases its dP/dI. As an example, the lowest possible modulation index for an 11-level inverter will be calculated. If dP/dI for a cell is minimum, according to Fig. 5 , in time periods (0, t 1 ), (t 1 , t 2 ), (t 2 , t 3 ), (t 3 , t 4 ), and (t 4 , T/4), modes "−1," "−1," "−1," "PWM−," and "PWM+" are selected for this cell, respectively. Based on the definition of modulation index (S mi ) and by using Fourier analysis, one can calculate the modulation index of this cell as (12) , shown at the bottom of the page.
For example, suppose V g,m = 155.1 V, f grid = 50 Hz, and V MPP = 40 V, where f grid is the grid frequency, and V MPP is the arrays voltage at MPP. Also suppose that V MPP does not change with the change in irradiance. This assumption though is not accurate when there is a severe discrepancy between the cells, helps us to simplify our calculation and clarify the example. Time t 3 could be calculated as
Using the mentioned values, the modulation index equals to −0.4675. Therefore, for an 11-level inverter and with the mentioned assumptions, the hybrid modulation is able to produce modulation index in the range of [−0.4675, 4/π]. It shows that HPWM can produce even zero modulation index, and its capability will not be the limiting factor of the system. In fact, what limits the system is the operation of dP/dI algorithm. The dP/dI method cannot hold the stability of the system under very low light conditions, e.g., E = 10 W/m 2 , due to the following reasons:
1) Under this condition, the magnitude of dP/dI becomes very low even if the array works in region 2. That means if irradiation of one of the powerful arrays increases, dP/dI of weaker cell cannot reduce the reference current, and its dc-link voltage drops significantly. 2) Since dP/dI for very weak cells is very low, negative dP/dI may result in very low voltage. It increases the current THD significantly and may make the system unstable. 3) Extremely weak cells limit the injected current and power, and make higher power cells drift too much from MPP. Too much deviation between dc-link voltages increases current THD and the injected current may not satisfy the grid requirements.
IV. SIMULATION
To verify the performance of the proposed control method, a seven-level CHB photovoltaic inverter is simulated in MAT-LAB/Simulink. The photovoltaic module under investigation is Yingli Solar YL70P-17b1/2, with the specifications and equivalent circuit parameters mentioned in Table I . Inverter and grid parameters are given in Table II . Note that the mode of CHB cells is updated at the minimum point of triangular carrier signal. Altering CHB modes with a fast rate decreases system oscillation under mismatching conditions, improves dynamic performance, and allows the modulation index of cells to change continuously and according to the system condition. In the simulation tests, every irradiance is matched with a hypothetical temperature according to Table III . In reality, the time constant of temperature is much slower than irradiation, nonetheless, here they change simultaneously to show the capability of the system under dynamic changes and mismatching conditions. PV curve of the solar array under investigation is depicted for different irradiations in Fig. 7 (a) to verify maximum power extraction of solar arrays by the inverter under different conditions. The simulation starts with the operation of the system under symmetrical condition (E = 1000 W/m 2 and T = 40 • C). At t = 1 s, the irradiance of the first array starts to increase with the rate of 200 W/m 2 s, and the irradiance of second and third arrays decreases with the rate of 200 and 500 W/m 2 s, respectively. After 1 s, ramp is stopped and the system is kept unchanged for a half-second (light mismatching condition, E 1 = 1200 W/m 2 , E 2 = 800 W/m 2 , E 3 = 500 W/m 2 ). Then at t = 2.5 s, the irradiance of the first cell decreases with the rate of 950 W/m 2 s and of the second and third cells increases with the rate of 200 and 500 W/m 2 s. When mismatching condition is reached (E 1 = 250 W/m 2 , E 2 = 1000 W/m 2 , E 3 = 1000 W/m 2 ), the change is stopped for a half second. Finally, at t = 4 s, the irradiance of first and second cell goes down with the rate of 750 W/m 2 s, and of the third cell rises with the rate of 750 W/m 2 s. Under this condition (E 1 = 1000 W/m 2 , E 2 = 250 W/m 2 , E 3 = 250 W/m 2 ), the power of the first array is higher than corresponding CHB's capacity; hence array's power decreases to keep the system stable. One period of grid current and scaled-down grid voltage are depicted in Fig. 8 (e) to monitor injected current and power factor under different environmental conditions. As can be seen, total harmonic distortion of grid current is kept below 5% under all conditions, and power factor nearly equals to 1. Furthermore, the system is able to start its operation with acceptable dynamics. Fig. 8(a)-(d) shows that the system has a very good dynamic behavior and changes smoothly under irradiance and temperature change. Using PV curves of Fig. 7 (a) and comparing P MPP with the absorbed power from arrays (data cursors) demonstrate that the system is capable of transferring maximum available power of photovoltaic arrays to the grid. Only under the last mismatching condition, the power of the first array has reduced 11.7% to stabilize the system. The second and third arrays, however, still oscillate around their MPP. To better observe different modulation indices produced by HPWM, the output of CHB cells under three different conditions is shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen, under the symmetrical condition, the CHB cells have the same modulation index (S mi = 0.76). When irradiance of one of the cells decreases considerably (250 W/m 2 ), HPWM increases other cell's modulation index (S m 2 = S m 3 = 1.03) to hold the system stable, and the modulation index of the first cell consequently 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An experimental prototype of a seven-level CHB photovoltaic inverter is made to validate the performance of the proposed control method. The control system consists of a TMS-320F28335 processor which is installed on an extension board to receive sensors signals and send switching commands. The system parameters are selected the same as the simulation parameters, and PV modules with the same nominal specifications are used. Nonetheless, due to aging and different environmental conditions, the PV curves and operating points are not the same as their nominal values. Hence, different operating points of solar arrays are measured and PV curves are depicted manually and shown in Fig. 7(b) .
Photovoltaic modules have been installed on three separate mechanical structures, where the angle of irradiation of each structure can be adjusted. This kind of structure is used to deliberately change the effective surface of PV arrays exposed to the sun. The experiments are conducted for two different irradiations: the one which is the highest possible (direct sunlight), and the one which is the minimum (dim light). In the period of time the tests were done (11:00 AM-1:30 PM), the short-circuit current under the dim light condition was about 20-30% of direct sunlight, showing a serious reduction in the effective solar irradiation.
Two different scenarios are defined to verify the performance of the system. In the first scenario, two first arrays are put under direct sunlight, and the third array is exposed to the minimum irradiation (mismatching condition). The experimental results of this scenario are given in Fig. 10 . The inverter output voltage and grid current shown in Fig. 10(a) demonstrate that the current is sinusoidal and in phase with grid voltage. The current THD is 4.76%. The dc-link voltages are measured and shown in Fig. 10(b) and are also magnified in Fig. 10 (e) to prove that the arrays work at their MPP. This fact could be realized by comparing measured dc voltages with V MPP of PV curves depicted in Fig. 7(b) . The solar arrays currents are shown in Fig. 10(c) , proving that the third array delivers considerably lower power to the grid. As shown in Fig. 10(d In the second scenario, two cells are exposed to the minimum irradiation. As can be seen in Fig. 11(d) , the first cell has reached its maximum capacity and its modulation index is 4/π. The magnified zoom of voltages in Fig. 11(e) shows that the voltage of first array has been increased to stabilize the system. Nonetheless, the second and third array still work around their MPP. The current THD is 6.48%, showing that the system is able to deliver the current with almost good quality.
The seamless startup is an important requirement for gridconnected inverters; hence, the system's behavior at start has been shown in a separate figure, i.e., Fig. 12 . It is seen that the dynamics of injected current at startup are very good, and the system reaches its steady state after almost 900 ms.
To explore dynamic performance of the system experimentally, a dedicated test is designed. In this test, initially first and second array receive the maximum irradiance, and the third array is under the dim light condition. Then, the irradiation of second array is changed to minimum. The obtained results are given in Fig. 13 . During the change, the first cell reaches its maximum capacity and its voltage is increased to hold the stability of the system. The results prove that the transition to heavy mismatching condition is almost seamless with acceptable dynamics. Besides, the zoomed figures of injected current before and after the change show that the system is able to stabilize itself and deliver sinusoidal current to the grid.
The superiority of the proposed control system will become clearer when it is compared to the well-known methods in the literature. Two methods are selected here for the comparison. The first one is the individual MPPT method introduced in [6] , since the control structure is simple and uses conventional PSPWM to produce switching commands. Alongside this method, the modified MPPT proposed in [17] is also selected because of its claim on stabilization of the system under heavy mismatching conditions. Fig. 14(a) -(c) demonstrates the comparison of the proposed algorithm with two other methods under heavy mismatching condition (E max , E min , E min ). As can be seen, conventional method fails to hold the stability of the system. The modified MPPT and HPWM both have increased the voltage of first cell to stabilize the system; however, due to the lower stability margin of PSPWM, the increase in voltage for modified MPPT is much higher. As a result, HPWM injects 25% more power into the grid (310.2 W compared to 248.2 W).
The last experimental test is dedicated to clarify the superiority of dP/dI over voltage-controller methods. To fairly compare two methods, the modulation technique remains the same (HPWM), and the controller is replaced with a dual-loop voltage controller, like what is proposed in [21] . As mentioned in Section III-C, the biggest issue regarding this controller is that it cannot perform well under very heavy mismatching conditions, where the voltage of first cell has to increase to hold the system stable. In this test, system irradiation has changed from (MaxMax-Min) to (Max-Min-Min). Fig. 14(d) shows the obtained results. It is seen that when the change is applied, the dc-link and reference voltage of first cell diverge due to the failure of the P&O method in recognizing the condition.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new control method based on dP/dI along with the hybrid modulation technique for grid-connected multilevel CHB photovoltaic inverters. The method is structurally simple and easy to implement, and can handle variety of heavy mismatching conditions. The method allows the CHB cells to be utilized up to their full capacity, and even if the arrays power becomes higher than the capacity, the system is able to stabilize itself. The method was explained in detail, and its operation under heavy mismatching conditions was investigated. The results showed that the algorithm works very well under different environmental conditions. All these features are achieved using only the inherent characteristics of dP/dI curve; hence, no complicated algorithm is required. Despite all these features, this method has some limitations. First, under conditions where one cell irradiance is near to zero, the control method cannot stabilize the system. Second, the system is based on dP/dI, which is noise sensitive. Therefore, averaging techniques and low-pass filters should be used to minimize distortion. Using hardware considerations like shielded cables could also improve the performance of the system. The proposed method could be very effective in applications where holding the stability of the system under heavy mismatching conditions is of highest concerns.
